Give them light: Place your pots in full sun (such as a southern window) or under grow lights
and watch them send up shoots!
Water: Ranunculus need minimal water until they are leafed up and planted outside. They
prefer moist soil once they are growing, but do not like soggy or wet soil.
Move them outside:
● Ranunculus do great in containers outdoors, but can also be planted into the ground.
Each ranunculus needs about 6” of space, whether in the garden or in a pot. Remember,
the leaves will die if they are exposed to temps below 26* at night. This means watching
your local weather and deciding when to begin hardening these plants off for planting.
● Hardening off is the process in which you allow the plant to slowly get used to the chilly
outside temps compared to their warm indoor environment. Start by putting your pots
outside for an hour per day when the temps are above 30* or so and increasing that time
slowly by about an hour per day over the next two weeks. At Dogwood, this is generally
in mid-March. Remember: your tender ranunculus will need to be moved back inside
anytime the daytime or nighttime temps drop below 26*!
● Finally, after they have gotten used to being outside during the day in the chilly weather
for a few weeks, and the night time temps are not dropping below 26*, you can plant
your little ranunculus outside in pots or in the ground. Be prepared to cover them with
an old bedsheet overnight in case of a late cold snap.
● Now, watch your little plants grow into robust garden workhorses! By your last frost
date, your ranunculus should be sending up flower shoots.
Deadhead/Harvest:
● When you see your first beautiful bud, resist the urge to leave it on the plant! Grab a pair
of clippers or scissors and cut it. Harvesting ranunculus to bring indoors accomplishes
two things: it brightens up your home (with a fantastic vase life of 10 days!) while also
encouraging your plant to continue to produce blooms.
● Ranunculus are always trying to complete their life cycle (i.e. reproduce). Plants develop
flowers to create seeds. If we keep cutting the flowers, ranunculus will continue to work
to produce more until the daytime temps get too hot for them.
● Cut your ranunculus at the base of the flower stem at the ‘marshmallow’ stage to get its
best vase life. This is when the flower head feels plush and spongy like a marshmallow
when squeezed between two fingers. Cut too early or too late? No worries, your flower
will still be beautiful. Place in fresh water with flower food and enjoy your ruffley
harvest!
Follow along with Dogwood Farms as we grow flowers this season:

